
Introduction to Blues Guitar with Video and
Audio Access
What is Blues Guitar?

Blues guitar is a style of guitar playing that originated in the African-
American community in the late 19th century. Blues guitar is typically
characterized by its use of the blues scale, which is a minor scale with a
flatted fifth note. Blues guitar also often uses a technique called "bending,"
which is when the player bends the string to create a vibrato effect.
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Getting Started with Blues Guitar

If you're new to blues guitar, there are a few things you'll need to get
started. First, you'll need a guitar. Any type of guitar can be used for blues,
but the most common type is a solid-body electric guitar. You'll also need
an amplifier, which will allow you to hear your guitar. Finally, you'll need a
few picks, which are used to pluck the strings.
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Once you have your equipment, you can start learning how to play blues
guitar. There are many different resources available to help you learn,
including books, videos, and online lessons. You can also find blues guitar
teachers in most major cities.

Basic Blues Guitar Techniques

There are a few basic techniques that every blues guitarist should know.
These techniques include:

The blues scale: The blues scale is a minor scale with a flatted fifth
note. This scale is the foundation of blues guitar playing.

Bending: Bending is a technique that is used to create a vibrato effect.
This technique is often used on the third, fifth, and seventh notes of the
blues scale.

Slide guitar: Slide guitar is a technique that is used to create a
smooth, legato sound. This technique is often used on the first and
second strings.

Blues Guitar Scales

In addition to the blues scale, there are a number of other scales that are
commonly used in blues guitar. These scales include:

The pentatonic scale: The pentatonic scale is a five-note scale that is
often used in blues guitar. This scale is easy to play and it has a very
bluesy sound.

The minor pentatonic scale: The minor pentatonic scale is a six-note
scale that is often used in blues guitar. This scale is similar to the
pentatonic scale, but it has a darker, more minor sound.



The major scale: The major scale is a seven-note scale that is often
used in blues guitar. This scale has a brighter, more uplifting sound
than the minor scales.

Blues Guitar Progressions

Blues guitar progressions are a series of chords that are used to create a
bluesy sound. These progressions are typically based on the blues scale
and they often use a shuffle rhythm. Some common blues guitar
progressions include:

The 12-bar blues: The 12-bar blues is a blues progression that is
based on the I, IV, and V chords. This progression is one of the most
common blues progressions and it is used in a wide variety of blues
songs.

The 16-bar blues: The 16-bar blues is a blues progression that is
based on the I, IV, V, and V7 chords. This progression is similar to the
12-bar blues, but it has a longer, more complex sound.

The shuffle blues: The shuffle blues is a blues progression that is
based on a shuffle rhythm. This progression is often used in country
blues and it has a relaxed, laid-back feel.

Video and Audio Examples

In addition to the written instructions provided above, I have also included a
number of video and audio examples to help you learn how to play blues
guitar. These examples include:

How to Play Blues Guitar

Blues Guitar Lessons



How to Play Blues Guitar

Blues guitar is a rich and rewarding genre of music that is enjoyed by
people all over the world. If you're interested in learning how to play blues
guitar, I encourage you to check out the resources that I have provided in
this article. With a little practice, you'll be able to master the basic
techniques and start playing blues guitar like a pro.
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Off to Grandpa's Farm: A Whimsical Adventure
into the Heart of Family, Farm Life, and Nature's
Embrace
Off to Grandpa's Farm is a delightful and heartwarming children's book
that captures the essence of family, farm...
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Feminism's Forgotten Fight: The Ongoing
Battle for Economic Equality
The feminist movement has historically fought for a wide range of issues,
including the right to vote, access to education, and reproductive rights.
However, one of the most...
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